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Abstract: Objectives of this paper are to analyze the current system of policies selling in a particular Life Insurance 
company, especially for unit link life insurance product to understand the problems or gaps in the company. According to 
the result of Business Inteligence (Analysis of Insurance Industry) from the particular Life Insurance, assets of the company 
are big enough to do some investments in technology to gain more premium income, but the fact is premium income of said 
Life Insurance company was not good enough if it is  compared with its competitors. So based on that problem, it is needed  
to find the requirements of new system as a solution, then the design a new web-based application of e-proposal  to 
customer’s decision making of the Life Insurance company. Methodologywhich is used in this research are colecting data 
by library research and field research. After that, analysis based on the theory Fishbone Diagram Analysis, Critical Success 
FactorAnalysis, and Object Oriented Analysis will be carried out. On the design phase, Object Oriented Design is used and 
then evaluate the result of a new system design by Eight Golden Rules of designing user interface. Result of this research is 
a web based application to make the distribution of proposal faster and more simple. The procedure of new system will also 
make the information of policies benefit can be easily accessed by Customer and Insurance Agencies, so the company will 
also gain customer satisfaction and loyalty.In the end, we can conclude that e-proposal is the right solution for the company 
to drive customer’s decision making and finally will improve Life Insurace company’s product selling and also increase the 
premium income.  
 
Keywords: E-Marketing, E-Proposal,  Life Insurance
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The particular Life Insurance company is one of the 
famous insurance companies in Indonesia. To drive the sales of 
unit link life insurance policies, the Life Insurance needs  
additional feature in its website such as e-proposal. By this new 
feature, customers will get the information of policy benefit and 
investment so they can make the decicion about the insurance 
product they want to buy.  
These days, the sales procedure of unit link life insurance 
policies is running unstable. The customer and agency can’t get 
the complete information about insurance products easily.   
Both of them have to come to Life Insurance’s office just to ask 
the information of policy benefit and investment by giving 
information of customers fisrt to the company.  
In 2012 this Life Insurance’s assets were higher than its 
competitors. But actually this Life Insurance’s premium income 
was not as good its competitor companies. The same condition 
also can be seen in the expenses. It can be concluded that this 
Life Insurance was not dare enough compare to its competitors 
in spending money for operational expenses to gain more 
income. 
That’s why this Life Insurance company  needs to add a 
new feature in its website to gain comparative advantage so the 
company will also gain more premium income and profit. One 
of important feature may the proposal. 
 
 
2. METHOD 
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A comparison on the features of this Life Insurance’s 
website to its competitors were carried out in order to get  
information about this  Life Insurance’s lack of. After that, an 
analysis on this Life Insurance’s problems and obstacles in  
procedure of policies selling were examined by using Fishbone 
Diagram.  
Fishbone diagram according to Scarvada, et al [1] is a 
visual tools of cause and effect diagram to identify, explore, and 
graphicly describe to us about all of the causes of the problem. 
The functions of this diagram in organization while facing 
the problem are: 1. We can focus on the main problem in our 
organization by analyzing the causes of that problem; 2. We can 
easily describe the current problem of our organization, so all of 
the organization member also will understand the problem 
easily; 3. we can coordinate each other in our organization to 
decide the causes of the main problem so we can get the same 
thought of the problem; 4. We can easily discuss each other to 
find a solution of the problem together. 
After do the analysis of Fishbone Diagram, Critical 
Success Factor is used  to analyze the strategic initiative [2] [3] 
which this Life Insurance company has to choose. This analysis 
will make us sure about the decision of adding new feature in 
this Life Insurance’s website. 
In designing the new system requirements, Object Oriented 
Design [4] were used. In this phase the new procedure system 
was describe by using Usecase Diagram. According to Jones 
and Rama [5] this diagram tells us about what kind of action 
that user can do to the system. 
And the last phase of this paper, the design of a new feature 
“e-proposal” in this Life Insurance company’s website will be 
created by referring to Eight Golden Rules of Designing User 
Interface and will be evaluated again by these Eight Golden 
Rules in the end. 
The rules to design user interface according to 
Shneiderman [6] are:1. Strike for consistency; 2. Enable 
frequent user to use shortcut; 3. Offer information feedback;4. 
Design dialogs to yield closure; 5. Permit esay reversal of 
actions; 6. Offer error prevention and simple error handling; 7. 
Support internal locus of control; 8. Reduce short-term memory 
load 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
First of all, to analyze the current website of this particular 
Life Insurance to compare its features to the competitor so we 
will find this Life Insurance’s lack of its website features. Some 
usual features can be easily foun in mostly website of insurace 
company especially in Indonesia. They are Manulife, Jiwasraya, 
and Sequiz Life as the comparison to this Life Insurance. 
 
TABLE 1 : Website Fature Compasrison 
Website 
Features 
This Life 
Insurance 
Manulife Jiwa -
sraya 
Sequiz 
Life 
Home √ √ √ √ 
Company 
Profile 
 
√ 
 
√ 
 
√ 
 
√ 
Products √ √ √ √ 
Online 
Illustration 
  
√ 
  
√ 
Doctor 
Consultation 
 
√ 
   
Customer 
Service 
 
√ 
 
√ 
 
√ 
 
√ 
Agency     
Portal √ 
NAV √ √ √ √ 
 
Based on that table, we can easily find that this Life 
Insurance company has two main problems. First, the company 
doesn’t have online illustration of the premium so the customer 
can’t get the information about this Life Insurance’s product 
easily. And the second problem is the company also doesn’t 
have agency portal to coordinate the agency each other. Agency 
portal actually can be used as a web portal for agency to get 
information about the company, and also the product 
information and its regulation. [7][8] 
In this paper, the focus is to gain the comparative 
advantage thus e-proposal is to be added to this Life Insurance’s 
website as a solution to increase this Life Insurance’s business 
growth. And then, to describe the main problem clearly, the 
Fishbone Analysis is used. [9] 
 
 
 
Fig.1. Fishbone Diagram (Ishikawa) 
 
The detail of this analysis are described by these six factor:  
1. Product or Service, where the company didn’t provide 
information to it’s customer completely. So customer can’t get 
the information about policy’s benefit; 2. Price, where the 
Company actually offer the good price to customer which is 
cheaper than competitor but it was never informedto the 
customer; 3. People, where the Company needs more 
competent and representative agency to deliver good 
information about this Life Insurance’s product to customer 
especially for unit link product; 4. Place, where Marketing 
offices of this Life Insurance have a limited time to do services 
to its customer; 5. Promotion, where so far, it is rarely heard 
about this  Life Insurance’s promotion in communities 
neighborhood. Only once in a blue moon the company make a 
promotion or advertisement. So company needs more 
promotions to get more customer; 6. Procedures, To get the 
product information, customer have to meet the insurance 
agency or come to the marketing office directly, so it’s difficult 
for them to find the policies benefit and also about the 
investment; 7. Processes, The process of information flow in 
policies selling are running so slow. It makes customer prefer 
another insurance company who provide the information faster 
than this Life Insurance company; 8. Policies, this Life 
Insurance company’s top management need to take action about 
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this problem, such as hiring the competent employee in 
technology. Top management also have to be brave in spending 
money for investment especially for technology and they need 
to change some policies in the company 
 
The second analysis is the Critical Success Factors. This 
analysis described shows that the company needs to take action. 
According to the company’s strategic objective, the critical 
success factors of this company can be related to its problem. 
So the strategic initiative for its critical success factor also can 
be identified. In the end, the list of Action Plan is made for the 
Strategic Initiative chosen 1. Strategic Objective: first to 
Optimize Marketing and second to Optimize Technology as a 
Business Enabler; 2. The Critical Success Factors are the E-
Marketing facility to optimize marketing and promotion 
program; 3. Strategic Initiative is E-Proposal designing and 
implementation to drive customer’s decision making; 4. Action 
Plan: by Doing investigation of current system, analyzing 
current procedures, designing new system of e-proposal 
(procedure and user interface), implementing e-proposal as the 
new system for the company, and doing maintenance and 
evaluation to the new e-proposal system [7] 
 
In the design phase, Object Oriented Design is used 
including flowchart and usecase diagram to describe the 
requirements and procedure of this new e-proposal system.[10] 
This following picture is a flowchart for e-proposal. 
 
 
Fig.2. Flowchart for E-proposal 
 
This flowchart tells about the flow of activity of the user 
from the start to the end. It will be started from doing input or 
entry of data prospect or customer data until the result of 
proposal can be printed to PDF File. 
Usecase diagrams is also made for this new system to 
describe what kind of things can be done by user in using this 
e-proposal system. The fist usecase diagram created for external 
user like customer and insurance agencies. Usecase diagram 
below describe to us about the features or menus of e-proposal 
can be accessed by external user. 
 
 
Fig.3. Usecase Diagram – User 
 
The picture above describes activities can be donewith this 
new application (e-proposal) by User, both of customer and 
Insurance Agencies. Insurance agencies can do all of the 
activities above, but the customer can’t. Customer will only 
have privileges to simulate proposal and print proposal to PDF 
file. 
And the second usecase diagram created for internal user 
like proposal administrator from this Life Insurace company. 
Proposal administration at the office of this Life Insurance will 
be handled by Marketing Administration because they usually 
do service for insurance agencies who want to get proposal for 
their customer by submitting the customer information first. 
 
 
 
Fig.4. Usecase Diagram – Proposal Administrator 
 
After designing the procedures of a new e-proposal system, 
the design of its user interface [11] is made. User interface was 
designed by considering the theme of this  Life Insurance 
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company’s website, for example the colour theme is blue. This 
user interface also created by considering the eight golden rules 
of designing user interface. And here is one of the design of e-
proposal’s user interface.  
 
Fig.5. User Interface E-Proposal 
 
To ensure that the design of user interface are well-
designed and user friendly, an evaluation using eight golden 
rules of designing user interface is carried out. Result of the 
evaluation will ensure that e-proposal’s user interface has 
already been created and designed well. 
 
 
 
Table 3 : User  Interface  Evaluation by Using  
Eight  Golden Rules 
No Rules E-Proposal 
User Interface 
1 Strike for consistency √ 
2 Enable frequent users to use 
shortcuts 
 
√ 
3 Offer informative feedback √ 
4 Design dialog to yield closure √ 
5 Offer simple error handling √ 
6 Permit easy reversal actions √ 
7 Support internal locus of control  
√ 
8 Reduce short-term memory load √ 
 
 
The details of each rule with its explanation, can be 
describe: 1. Strike for consistency: it can be found that the 
consistency easily by seeing the company’s logo. The position 
of the logo always on the left corner of the frame. Consistency 
also can be seen from the theme colour of this website feature. 
The author choose blue colour as the theme colour. Blue is the 
current theme colour of this Life Insurance’s official website.; 2. 
Enable frequent users to use shortcut: In this e-proposal, it is 
also provided the shortcut to enable frequent users. We choose 
shortcut image of calculator which is placed in the homepage 
and some other pages, so user will easily jump to e-proposal 
anytime; 3. Offer informative feedback: In this website, users 
feel free to leave message to the management of the Life 
Insurance company. Message can be an advise or criticism 
about the company. [12] Message can be created by using 
“Contact Us” menu on the right corner; 4. Design dialog to 
yield closure: In the last step of this premium simulation, the 
result can be created as the proposal application which is can be 
downloaded easily by user, and even they can print it out 
directly, and bring it to the marketing office if user decides to 
buy; 5. Offer simple error handling: There will be a warning 
message box if we didn’t entry the username of password yet to 
log in to this e-proposal; 6. Permit esay reversal actions: In 
every page of this website, it can be seen that “history” is 
provided so users can easily trace back their step before; 7. 
Support internal locus of control: Proposal administration can 
update product and parameter, add new product and parameter, 
also delete the existing parameter; 8. Reduce short-term 
memory load: Easy steps to get the premium simulation from 
this official website because there are buttons in every single 
pages to inform the user about the nest step.  
 
4. CONCLUSIONS 
According to the results of the analysis and discussion 
before, we can conclude that: 1. This particular Life Insurance 
needs to add a new feature in its website such as e-proposal to 
gain the comparative advantage; 2. E-proposal will provides the 
information about this  Life Insurance company’s products to 
the customer. So the customer also will be helped in decision 
making about which products they have to buy; 3. By this new 
feature, existing customer [13] of this Life Insurance also will 
be more interest to increase their investment in this Life 
Insurance by doing top-up irregular transaction to their unit link 
insurance because company provides the complete information 
of this Life Insurance’s NAV (Net Assets Value); 4. The results 
of these analysis on this paper also will help the company to 
take the other strategic decision related to marketing activity to 
gain more premium income, profit, and market share [14]. 
 
. 
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